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IS THE APPETITE OF SWINE A RELIABLE INDICA-· 
. , TION OF' .PHYSIOLOGICAL '.NEEDS? . 
JOHN M. EVVARD.1 
The pig is fa:rrowed with a fairly definite set of specifications 
for development all· Wl,'apped up in their mystery in a two to 
three pqund bundle of throbbing, active "stuff." And yet be-
fore the pig sought the outer life apart from the womb of his 
dam, these specifications were enclosed in the minutest bit o.f 
protoplasm, the impregnate ovum resulting from the union of 
two germ ·cells, one from the male and the other from the fe-
male. 
These specifications may be likened unto tli,e specifications for 
a house-the fulfillment is altered only upon provocation, and 
not then if avoidable. 'Certain materials are needed for this de-
veloping piglet-: water; proteins, really amino-acids, perhaps· 
such as trjrptophan, lysin, cystin, tyrosin, and many others; 
carbohydl"ates, probably of different sorts; fats of the effective 
kind; minerals such as calcium, iron, magnesium, sodium, potas-
sium, perhaps manganese, arsenic, and others; acid elell1ents 
such as ·chlorine, sulphur, phosphorus; vital substances, perhaps 
vitamiries2 or "accessory diet factors " 3 or "akzessorische nahr-
stoffe' '4 ; and in reasonable probability other essential unknowns. 
There must not only be enough of these various nutrients at 
the right time in the alimentary tract, but likewise not an over-
dose if optimum development is to be attained. Then too, the 
happy combination of these various factors in diet is a problem 
for the wisest of sages of all, ages. 
Who· will take the contract to figure .out the bill of matE)rials 
from . the mostly unknown specifications¥ This has been at-
tempted as will be shown shortly. 
That appetite is not to be depended upon i:U the formulation 
of rations is insisted upon by Jordan5 who, in speaking of cattle, 
puts the proposition thus: ''Once in a while some one talks 
•Acknowledgment is made for the collaboration and encouragement of Wil-
liam· H. Pew and Russell· Dunn. · · · ' · 
'Funk, C.: Studien iiber das Wachstum,, Ztschr .. f., Physiol. Chem,. 1913, 
LX:XXVIII, 352. Also 'see Ergebn. d. Phy'siol., '1913, :X:III, 124. 
•Hopkins, F. G. : Feeding ,Experiments Illustrating T.he Importance of Ac-
cessory Factcrrs in Normal Dietaries,; Jolir.·. Physiol.; 1912;":X:LIV; 425. 
4A term suggested bY· Hofmeister. See , also· 'Oseki, S. : Biochem. Ztschr., 
1914, LXV, 160. , 
: •J.ordan; Whitman Howard:: The ·Feeding of Ai:llmais, "1906, p, 279. 
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wildly about leaving food valuations to the 'old cow.' It is con-
sidered sometimes 1a telling argument against the chemist's wis-
dom to declare that he and the old cow do not agree. Certainly 
the cow knows better than the chemist ; what She likes to eat, 
and it is little use to offer her foods she does not relish. Even 
a chemist knows that. If, however, a dozen commercial feeding 
stuffs were spread around on a barn floor it, would be much 
safer to trust an agricultural chemist, especially one experi-
enced in stock feeding, to select a rat;ion than any cow ever 
grown-Holstein, Ayrshire, Jersey, long-horned, dishorned, or 
what not. The cow would probably get at the corn meal and 
stay with it until well on the way to a fatal case of indigesti-
bility. Her judgment is just about as good as .that of a child 
with a highly cultivated 'sweet tooth' ". 
Sherman6 on the other hand, has well said, in speaking of 
man: ''A well-ordered appetite may not only serve as an. indi-
cation of the amounts of food needed over long periods and 
under different conditions of activity, but also when the condi-
tions of life are fairly uniform may be highly efficient in de-
termining a regular intake of calories from day to day.'' 
Faith in the · ability of man to balance his own diet is very 
emphatically expressed by Sir James Crichton-Browne,7-1 'The 
nutrition of man involves an intelligent appreciation of the needs 
of the body, under different conditions of existence, and con-
stant modification and adaptation to changing environment, and 
states of activity, and health. There is no finality about it". 
To which might be added an appreciative, Amen! 
After all when we come to consider the matter we are forced 
to admit . that in spite of the quite impressive teachings of 
Chittenden8 and his schooi, mankind keeps on eating just about 
in the ''same old way,'' namely, according to appetite. and not 
according to the chemical scales. This is. not evidence,_ of cour!le, 
·that what the vast majority doe.sis the best, but it does signify 
that the new scheme of "Limitation" does not appeal sufficiently t~ affect a change in established habits of the people. 
Many well-meaning and enthusiastic individuals, . among 
whom the author is included, who have tried the low protein 
standards. of Chittenden soon lose their interest and revert to 
what .appears to them, the "good old appetite way." 
•Sherman Henry. C.: Chemistry of .Food and Nutrition, p .. 219. - . 7Crlchton~Browne, Sir James.> Delusions in Diet or Parsimony· in Nutri-
tion, pp. 21, 22, 23. . th 
•Chittenden, 'Russell H. : ; ·Physiological Economy in Nutrition; .. also e 
Nutrition of Man. · 
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But let us .not get too far afield, but return. to Crichtoil-
Browne : "It is not on a priori physiological data, nor yet on 
laboratory. experiments-elucidative and educational though 
these may be-that the science of dietetics is based, but on 
common observations and on the hereditary customs1 of man-
kind''. / 
And now the emphasis is placed on the ability of animals, other 
than man to choose their rations quite in keeping with their 
development: ''The lower animals select with unerring preci-
sion, as long as they are in a natural ·environment, frorri the ma-
terials around them those best fitted for their wants, and they 
do this by distinctive discernment inherited from a long line of 
naturally selected ancestors, while they are checked in their 
consumption by a sense of repletion of coeval origin. We un-
. hesitatingly infer that the articles they choose are, of all nu-
trient mat·erial accessible to them, those best adapted to the 
special needs of their economy, and that their consumption of 
them is proportioned to their needs for the time 'being. But 
man is, as regards his bodily functions, subject to the same 
laws as those which govern ·the lower animals, and we cannot 
doubt that in the formation of his dietetic habits he has been 
guided by the same kind of influences which have been operative 
throughout the animal creation in the choice and consumption 
of food". 
And those of us who ha.ve had experience with . the feeding 
of domestic animals find much of solace and of truth in the 
well-expressed convictions of Crichton-Browne. The temptation 
to . quote one more passage of Crichton-Browne in order to em-
phasize the "appetite factor" is yielded to: "Natural instinct 
or primitive experience has guided the different varieties of our 
species in their selection of viands suitable to their geographi-
cal situation and modes of life, has restrained them within 
proper bounds in their consumption of these, and has even taught 
them to combine and balance the different constituents of these 
in a way on whieh chemical science can scarcely improve". 
While hardly agreeing entirely with all the quotation.S made, 
yet it is quite important that the somewhat unusual viewpoint 
of Crichton-Browne be kept clearly in mind. 
Pavlov9 has very entertainingly and instructively called. our 
attention to the appetite and its manifestations in the normal 
•Pavlov, I. P.: "The Work oi the Digestive Glands," 191<>. 
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body physiologic. Theii 'psychieY or ''appetite''.· juice :frofu·the 
Pavlov angle has' a new a:r;r.d broadening influeriee. After all the 
forces potent and the rea<.ltions.'. and actions evident within the 
living organism have . more· significance than - most ·of ·us have· 
dreamed. 
The feeding of children according to their appetite has a 
champion in a popular lecturer and writer; Hutchinson,1° who 
presents the proposition in this vein : ''We recognized, years 
ago; that· instinct, craving, an untaught preference for a par-
ticular thing or action always means something; indeed, we 
might almost say in Browning's phrase, that it 'means intensely 
and means good,' in nine cases out of ten. It is the crystallized 
result of the experience of thousands of generations and while 
. ' ' hke all other impulses, it must. take. its place in the parliament 
of instincts and submit to the l'llies of order ·of reason, in the • 
main it is a safe and invaluable guide". This ·statement is 
stimulated largely in discussing the child's instinct or cravings 
which. lead sugar~ward. · 
Very interestingly, he pursues the subject further, telling of 
the appetite of the norma_l child, speaking of it in this· wise: 
''The appetite of a healthy child of the kindergarten age is some-
thing appalling. He is a walking famine, a hunger incarnate. 
All is grist that comes to his mill; and all hours of the day or 
night are alike to ·him. But he needs every ounce that he will 
devour, and not one penny's worth of it will be wasted. Don't 
bother about the child: Just be sure that his food is right, pure, 
soun.d, and of the best quality, then let him go ahead! His 
wisdom is of the ages;· yours where it clashes with his, is of the 
almanacs, of the catechisms and copybooks, of the silly chatter 
of the street and the kitchen". 
Certainly this argument of Hutchinsori;s is quite sensible and · 
well worth our while to consider seriously. Those of us who have 
children realize that there is, to all intents and purposes, more 
truth than fiction in these things talked about. The idea of 
allowing children to eat when they will, which we have found 
to work admirably with pigs, is expressed by Hutchinson thusly: 
"The notion that the stomach requires a certain definite inter-
val or rest between tasks in order to get up its supply of gastric 
juice has been completely exploded". · 
10Hutchinson, Woods: We And Our Children, pp. 65, 79, 81, 84, 98. 
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Then a little later, we find the remedy for curbing the crav-
ings of children for sweet stuffs, and this remedy is to feed 
them properly in all ways. In other words, give them a chance to 
manifest their_ appetite and an equal opportunity to satisfy it. 
As Hutchinson -says: "When children are properly and ade-
quately fed, they can be trusted with the candy box, the open 
fruit-basket and the nut bag, to say nothing of the key to the 
jam closet, or the pantry." · 
Somewhat farther on we find this facetious "seasoned with 
judgment'' philosophy concerning the child: ''He ought not 
to eat like a pig,. of course, but he should! want to". To know 
pigs isito appreciate this rich bit 'of sentiment. 
Fletcher11 · in his system which is widely known as ''Fletch-
· erism'' bases his entire system upon a proper.and intelligent in-
terpretation of a normal appetite. All his schemes appear as 
means to this end. Now listen to what is said:. "Appetite is 
the most important factor in nutrition.'' * * * ''In its nor-
mal ·state, Appetite . is a perfect indicator "of the bodily need of 
nutriment. and moisture, both as to quantity and as to the chem-
ical- elements required at the moment." * * * "Appetite 
can be easily comprehended and read and the degrees of its 
satisfaction understood by simple attention and study for a 
brief period (Vide Someren) * * * 12That we all eat more 
than· we . can assimilate is unquestionable. . How can we deter-
mine tll.e rig},tt quantity~ Illi.!:tin~t should guide us but an ab-
'normal appetite often leads us a.8tray .. Nature's plans are per-
fect if her laws are obeyed". . 
Mendel13 and Osborne have noted indications "that the ani-
mals (rats) tend to· makE) choices which are advantageous to 
their growth". These rats were "allowed * * * a choice (a) 
between foods comparable in every respect except the proteins, 
and (b) between foods containing the natural and artificial 
protein-free milk respectively". . 
The question of variety (which the average appetite takes 
advantage of) in the diet upon which we shall dwell but little, 
finds a champion in Sir Heriry Thompson :14 ''The great prac-
tical rule of life in regard to human diet will not be found in 
enfor,cing limitation of the sources of food which nature has 
11Fl6 "7etcher; Horace: "The AB Z of Our Own Nutrition", 1910, 13th ediUon, pp. - . . 
"'Ibid:, p. ·29. . 
19~•pnpublished data, personal communication from Mendel, Lafayette B.; 
14Thompson, Sir Henry: "Diet in Relation to Age and Activity," 1908, p. 28. 
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abundantly provided.· ·On the ·contrary, that rule 'is fulfilled in 
the perfect developrilent,of the art of adapting food of any-and 
·every kind to the needs of·the body according to the very varied 
circumstances of the individual, at different ages, ·with ·different 
forms of activity, with different inherent personal ·peculiarities 
and with different environments". Certainly Sir Henry wou:ld 
exhaust the possibilities in so far as sourcec of food 'is concerned 
to gain or secure all of those simple and medium simple, ·and 
·complex things that go to make. up the body physiologie and to 
enable this living 'bundle of sinew, fibre, bone, nerve, and what 
·not to work (live) to the fullest advantage. Most ·assuredly, 
the wider the variety the greater is the possibility of including 
in the diet or ration all of the essential nutrients,; when the 
appetite is completely followed there is ordinarily -~ wide range 
of choices made, and thus the·liklihood of physiologic satisfaction 
is the greater. 
l\1'endel15 has recently emphasized' the great ·importance of 
the correct selection of efficient nutritive µnits, calling attention 
particularly to the fact that ''we must know what nutrient units 
. of any nature are indispensable, an.di further, whether a complete 
lack or deficit of them in the intake can be made good by direct 
synthesis". The stupendous task of balancing th~ diet, or the ra-
tion is clearly: e-vident to students who scrutinize ·the evidence 
critically. . . 
In formulating dietaries f~r the feeding of hum.ans ~s weU as 
standards for animals iii general there must be considered! th~· 
great complexity of the ordinary foo_d ~r feed constituentsi--,-pro-
teins, carbohydrates., fats" and ash, of which; in addition to. water, 
diets and rations are composed. · Discussion concerning recent 
developments and newer viewpoints in nutrition, based upon a 
study of these food constituents is quite in place. That there 
are manifest difrerences and differences _in the proteins, in the 
fats, in the carbohydrates, and in the ash of different foo.ds. is 
made clear in recent researches. . 
Protein metabolism may be rightly studied and interpreted 
.nowadays on the basis of the amino-acids present. Or as Men-
dei15 puts it: ''the protein requirement, we shall not err in iden-
tifying it today with. the specific amino-acid! n_eeds. of the grow-
15Mende1,. Lafayette B. : Nutrition and. Growth, Jour. Am. Med.. Ass'n., 
1915, .LXIV, pp .. 1539-1.547. . 
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ing organism 11; .Osborne16 ·and Mendel have- done classic re-
search along these -lines, as have Abderhaldl:ln17 and others. 
-Proteins, being built up of some eighteen o~ more amino-acids 
or building stones,· offer -a very complicated subject for specific 
study;_ 
When it .is realized fully that these eighteen amino-acids- in 
their various: possible combinations can form millions upon ·mil-
lions of p.roteins, no two of which ·are alike; we stand astounded. 
The great possibilities of ·combination and recombination that 
are evident. make one_ rather pause .before -the stupendous prob-
lems involved in the assimilation and functioning .of proteins of 
the many sorts. The appetite of the pig possibly may fairly 
quickly tell us.more .about wl;tich of these amino-acids should ·be 
present in his ration and in what amount much more effectively 
than long, laborious,' standard, qordimiry chemical and physio-
logical research. At any rate, the indications are that .the pig 
can come nearer selecting his protein d_iet natµrally, than can 
technically trained men. · 
Peculiarly enough, the pig_ shows gre-at preference for milk, 
. and for meat, the ami~o-aeids of which are quite efficient.. Is 
this a reason why growing pigs take to the milk and the meat so 
readily, and why after. they are quite well~grown they may al-
, most cease eating the meat in the presence of the Indian corn or 
maize? . . . 
The carbohydrates, which in general chemical work _are desig-
nated as the Nitrogen-Free Extract plus Crude Fibre, are in 
reality a very intricate mixture of various compounds, in mfiliy 
- and diverse proportions. There are lactose, the milk sugar, the 
. starches, dextrins, sucrose, maltose, glucose, cellulose, the pento-
sans, and a multitude of others. The mono- and poly-saccha- _ 
rides appear in various q~antities _and proportions. In view of 
the very great d~velopment in protein physiological research the 
160sborne, Thomas B_., and MenO.el, Lafayette B. : Feeding Experiments 
With Isolated ·Food Substances, Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1911, 
Pub. 156; Feeding Experiments Relative to the Nutritive Value of Maize, 
J'our. Biol. Chem., 1913, 'XIV; Am. J'our. Physiol, 1913, (a) XXXI, 16; Nu-
tritive Properties of Proteins of the Maize Kernel, J'our. Biol. Chem., 1914, 
(b) XVII, I; The Comparative Nutritive Value·, of Certain Proteins in 
Growth, and the Problem of the Protein Minimum, J'our. Biol. Chem., 1915, 
XX. Osborne, Thomas B. : The Nutritive Value of the 'Proteins of Maize, 
Science, 1913, XXX\TII, 185. (These papers give further references to· the 
literature of the subject.) 
11Abderhalden, E.: Fiitterungsversuche mit vollstandig abgebauten 'Nahr-
ungsstoffen, Ztschr. f. physiot Chem., 19-12, ·LXXVII, 22. Abderhalden, E., 
and Hirsch, P. : Fiitterungsversuche mit Gelatine, Ammonsalzen, vollstandig 
abgebauten Fleisch ·und einen aus alien bekannten Aminosauren bestehenden 
Gemisch ausgefiihrt an jungen Hunden, Ztschr. f. physfol. Chem., 1912, 
LXXXI, 323. 
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field for study among the carbohydrates appears very fruitful, 
and it may be that large differences in the nutritive effects of 
these various sugars, starches, and other carbohydrates will de-
velop when thorough exploration is made. · That physiological 
research already indicates these differences is manifest in a paper 
by Mendel and Mitchell.18 That the unmistakable appetite of 
pigs for "milk" whey, skim-milk, and buttermilk may be.in part 
accounted for by the superior value of lactose, the sugar of milk, 
is not beyond the pale of reasonable expectation. 
Why is cane-sugar, in its absence, but in the presence of an 
abundance of starches in general, so much craved by small grow-
ing. children, and by men fatigued? 
The problem of ''balancing the diet or ration'', respectively 
of men and other animals on the basis of known physiological 
· and chemical knowledge deepens as the intricate· and involved 
elements of·nutrition are carefully scrutinized. · . 
The fats, heretofore thought to be interehangeable, are now 
commanding considerable attention heeause of their specific ef-
fects. It is demonstrated that there is a marked difference in 
the ordinary fats such as butter-fat, cod-liver oil, beef fat and 
oils, cottonseed oil, olive oil, corn oil, and so on. 
McOollum and Davis19 have. shown ·with rats that nutritive 
failure "sooner or later supervenes" when they have been 
brought through a period of successful growth on diets of puri-
. fied food constituents, hut containing no flats. 
Now Osborne and Mendel2°, practically siinultanoously, were 
. carrying on similar rational research with these "high carbon 
. and hydrogen with low oxygen'' (compared to proteins and 
starches) compounds, demonstrating likewise that the. fats, or 
some unknoWn.s associated with therri, possess peculiar but abso-
lutely essential nutritive properties. . 
Strikingly enough, McOollum and Davis secured positive favor-
able nutritive results with "butter-fat, egg yolk fats, kidney fat 
(ether soluble portion of kidney free from visible fat), and the 
"'Mepdel, Lafayette B., and Mitchell, P. H. : Chemical Studies on Growth. 
Am. Jour. Physiol., 1907, XX, 81. See also Mendel, Lafayette B.: Nutrition 
and Growth (Note 15), pp. 1539-1541 for discussion of carbohydrate nu-
trition. 
19McCollum, E. V. and Davis, Marguerite: Jour. Biol. Chem., 1913, ·xv, 
p. 167.; 1914, XIX, p. 245; 1915, XX, 641; and 1915, XXI, 179. · 
200sborne, Thomas B., and Mendel, Lafayette .B.: Jour. Biol. Chem., 1912, 
XII, 81 ; The. Relation of Growth· to· the Chemical· Constituents of the· Diet, 
Jour. Biol. Chem., 1913., XV, 311 ; . The Influence of Butter-Fat on Growth, 
Jour. Biol. Chem., 1913, XVI, 423 ; The· Influence cif Cod-Liver Oil and some 
Other Fats on Growth, Jour. Biol. Chem., 1914, XVII, 401; see also Proc:, 
Soc. Exver. Biol. and Med., 1.915, XII, 92. 
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.ether htract of the, ripe tes.ticle of the cod fish'.? .~negati~e :find-
ings being evident with comme!rciariaru, olive oit;· cottdnsee"d oii; 
and tallow; · Osborne and Mendel' found eod4iver ·oil' and the 
lighter oils of ·beef fat to have the special effective· virtues;. but 
not so almond oil. • . . · · 
Recently McColluin and Davis21 have -demonstrated that the 
favorable sul;>stance--'-or rather similar effects as p~oduced fro~ 
the effective fat feeding-is noted in the feeding .of corn graiD; 
(fed in toto) •. Seemingly, the other grains such as wheat, rye, 
. and oats. are not nearly so effective although the separated wheat 
embryos. giv-0 quite marked results .. 
To make this "F'at" matter a bit more elucidative a represen-
tative concrete example may be in order: .. Certain rats are fed cin 
a definite mixture of food. constituents of which lard comprises 
a portion of the ration, it being the lone source of fat. l!-,or a 
few months, these rats appear to prosper; but lo! and ·behold! 
after these preliminary days of apparent success. they cease to 
gain in weight,-in t.ruth shortly begin to decline-the ultimate 
. disaster being death if the lard or a portion of it is not replaced 
with an effective fat or oil. Substitute the lard with olive, or 
cottonseed oil and the results are absolutely negative, but use 
butter-fat or cod-liver oil, and the rats take on new life, cease 
traveling the. ''downward road that leads to ·earthly oblivion'' 
and begin to. mend, their weight increases, and sooner or later, 
if the decline is not carried to the point of bodily: collapse, grow 
again into good, healthy, active, nimble, sleek-looking rats. . 
Stepp22 has likewise pioneered in these fat investigations and 
hiS studies are interesting. in that tripalmitin, tristearin, and 
triolein )Vere not effective in' bringing his ''experimentally de-
clined'' mice back to health. Stepp affirms that the particular 
'effective substances, soluble in alcohol-ether are not fats. 
Cooper23 has recently shown that this decline is not due to the 
absence of lipoids from Stepp's alcohoJ-ether extractions, as he 
(Stepp) suggested, but to the transfer of the vitamines of the 
21McCollum, E. V., and Davis, Marguerite: The Influence of Certain 
Vegetable Fats on Growth, Jour. Biol. Chem., 1915, XXI, 17-9. 
22Stepp, w.·: Versuche fiber Ftitterung mit !ipoidfreier Nahrung, Biochem. 
Ztschr., · 1909, XXII, 45~; Ftitterungsversuche mit Iipoidfreier Nahrung, Ver-
handl. d. Kong. f. inn. Med., 1911, XXVIII, 324; Experimentelle Untersuch-
ungen fiber die Bedeutung der Lipoide Fur die Ernahrung, Ztschr. f; Biol., 
1911, LVII, 135; Experiment fiber die Einwirkung langdauerndeh Kochens 
-auf le·benswichtige Nahrungs!ipoide, Verhandl. d. Kong. f. inn. Med., 1912, 
XXIX,. 607; Weitere Untersuch1,mgen fiber die Unentbehrlichkeit der Llpoide 
fur das Leben,. Ueber · die HitzezerRtiirbarkeit lehenswiChtiger Lipoide der 
Nahr~ng, ·Ztschr; . f. Biol.,' 1912, . LIX, 366: See Mendel, Lafayette B.: Note 
15, also. 
23Cooper, Evelyn A. : The Relations of Vitamiries to Lipoids, Biochem. Jour. 
1914, VIII, 347. . . 
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material to. the extrac1l of alcohol-ether which is not fed. At 
any rate, our point is made_,_ namely, that there is a , marked 
dissimilarity in fats (or what they specifically carry) as regards 
their nutritive value. 
It appears reasonable that inasmuch as there is such a marked 
and peculiar .difference in the nutritive effects of different fats 
difficulty would be experienced in attempting to ideally balance 
an animal's ration in these respects. Now; it is not altogether 
certain, but it seems entirely reasonable if we base judgment on 
our general physiological knowledge. of nutritional pcroblems; 
that not only should there be a difference in the actual amounts 
of total general fat given but that the quantities of the specific 
effective unknown or unknowns :necessary may vary considerably 
as animals of different species go through the cycle from egg to 
egg. 
When one must take into consideration the quantity as well 
as the quality of the food constituent in question and likewise 
balance this resultant with various altering demands of the ani-
mals used, and the general environment during the investigation 
it is readily perceived that the difficulties involved are stupen-
dous. The "fat" unknowns are of sufficient magnitude to rather 
discourage those with even iron hearts. 
To attack this problem from the standpoint of appetite, in 
other words, from the standpoint of giving the pigs or other 
animals worked with, an opportunity to express their choice, 
would certainly be a logical method of attack. Let it be granted 
that the appetite may sometimes "go wro:p.g", yet is it not ex-
cellent policy to give the appetite an opportunity to show wherein 
it is right or wherein :it is wrong? 
The great role played by the ash, as determined in the regular 
chemical, routine of feeding-stuff analyses, is almost untouched. 
The effects of the phosphorus compounds alone, so well reviewed 
by Forbes24, are certainly extensive. 
Then there is th.e calcium, which comp.rises more of the min-
erals of the ordinary body than any other, and about which" we 
know comparatively little. Evvard, Dox, and Guernsey25 have 
24Forbes, E. B., and Keith, M~ Helen : A Review of the Literature of Phos-
phorus Compounds in Animal Metabolism, 1915, Tech. Bui. 5, Ohio A.gr, Exp. 
Sta. 
25Evvard, John M., Dox, A. W., and Guernsey, S. C.: The. Effect of Ca!CiurtJ.· 
and Protein Fed Pregnant Swine on the Size, Vigor, Bone, Coat, and Condi-
tion of the Offspring, Am. Jour. Physiol., 1914, XXXIV, 312. 
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found that calcium added to a corn ration fed to young pregnant 
swine affected the dams as well as the farrowed pigs favorably; 
making them larger and stronger. 
Recent results of Evvard and Dox26 indicate that young swine 
choose most optimum amounts of calcium carbonate when same 
is allowed at f!ree-choice, this being compared to theoretical al-
lowances mixed with the feed. The Free-Choice-Fed! pigs having 
the carbonate continuously before them made better growth like~ 
wise, than where none was allowed; the basal grain ration o.f 
Indian corn (maize) and Linseed Oil meal (flax grain niinus 
most of the oil) and Wheat M~ddlings being constant in all re• 
spects. 
Hart and Mc0ollum27 in some observations. with swine find 
that: "When swine are re!'ltricted to corn meal and gluten feed 
little or no growth can be secured, but with an addition of salts, 
making the entire ash co:htent of the ration very similar in 
quality to that of milk, growth appmx:imating that of a normal 
curve was secured to at least 275 pounds. These results are not 
. in harmony with the theory that the failure of swine to grow on 
corn alone is due entirely to the incomplete nature of its protein 
content.'' 
These salts consisted of a mixture of secondary potassium acid 
phosphate and calcium lactate. The effect of these mineral addi-
tions was pronounced. It is quite suggestive to quote further 
from this. paper concerning the ability of swine to select from 
their normal environment some of the materials which they are 
not given when fed by man: "Restriction to mixed grains and 
distilled water did not allow normal growth with swine. This 
emphasizes again the very great importance of either the min-
eral side of ;i. ration, or as yet unknown factors operative in the 
normal environment of this species, namely, soil rooting, natural 
water, etc.'' 
These investigators clearly recognize that the pig, when al-
lowed access to the great out.cof-doors., evidently secures some-
thing that is quite indispensa;ble for his normal physiologic well-
being. Just what these substances are, of course, are largely for 
the present unknown, but it is sufficient to say that the appetite 
of the pig guides him rightly in finding that which enables him 
26Unpublished data from Animal Husbandry and Chemical Sections, Iowa 
Experiment Station. · 
27Hart, E. B., and McCollum, E. V. : Influence on Growth of Rations Re-
stricted to the Corn or Wheat Grain, Jour. Biol. Chem., 1914, XIX, 373. 
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to grow, and thrive, and live to good advantage, or as Hart and· 
McColl um well put· it: ''These results are extremely important, 
indicating what a large factor in the growth curve must lie in 
those extraneous conditions usually surrounding the animal, but 
to which SQI, little heed is given and concerning the details of 
which we understand so little. The salts carried by natural water 
or obtained by the animal from the· soil are evidently very im-
portant fa<:itors in pr«:>moting.growthwhen.the ration is restricted 
to the grains.'' 
. It is hardly necessary or advisable to go into greater detail 
c~ncerning the part played by the ash, especially the mineral 
nutrients in nutrition, and the wonderful maze of factors, with 
all their possible combinations involved. The fact that in prac-
tice progressive swine men have observed the ''appetite'' of the 
pig a better guide as what to. supply, and how much to. supply, 
and when to supply the mineral nutri.ents than their own "esti-
mated mixtures" is quite to the point. In practice thereis often 
allowed such mineral feeds as limestone, (calcium carbonate pref-
erably), charcoal, wood. ashes, phosphatic rock meal (used ;:is a 
plant food), common salt (commercial sodium chloride), cinders, 
coal screenings, sulphur, sandstone, and others, giving the swine 
free access and free-choice to these in individual trough compart-
ments; the futility of ,-,guessing" as to the "optimum mixture" 
for swine of all classes and ages is quite evident. 
The specific effects of various foodstuffs in changing the re-
sistance of animals to certain pois?ns has been. well brought out 
by Hunt28• The specificity of different foods as regards their 
action in the body is. of great importance, and it is very essential 
indeed that the meagre information we now have concerning the 
action and reactions of the known constituents be greatly in-
creased before we attempt to apportion out the daily food allow-
ance over the chemical balance: There are tOo many urikn~wns 
to ''play the game;' of arbitrarily controlling the diet. 
There are those who suggest that swine are not intelligent, 
hence would not be very successful in '"balancing their rations". 
This is a hit beside the point hut it is well to quote Rohinson29, 
who has written very thoughtfully 31bout the dog, horse, donkey, 
ox, sheep, goat, cat and other domestic animals. He sounds, his 
28Hunt, Reid: The Effects of a Restricted Diet and of Various Diets upon 
the Resistance of Animals to Certain Poisons, Hygienic Laboratory, U. S. 
Public Health and Marine Hospital, Science Bulletin 69. .See also "Experi-
ments on the Relation of the Thyroid to 'Diet",-J"our. Am. Med. Ass'n., 1911, 
LVII, 1032. . 
.. Robinson •. Louis: "Wild Traits in Tame Animals," 1897, pp. 209-2~6. 
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praises of the domestic pig inthese flatt.ering lines.: · '' '* *' * * 
the pig is by no means the gross and unintelligent beast he. ic 
supposed ·to"be by many people who have to do with him, ther6. 
are ct:irtain points in his character which it is difficult to describe 
or appraise without using terms which we generally consider ap-
p.ropriate to the highest human virtues'.'. Thh'\ nat~ralis.t goes 
on to tell about the ''inexplicable faculty for discovering hidden · 
stores of food'' which certain ·mammals, ·such l:lS the squirrels, 
have when one is astounded to come upon this tribute to swine,-
" Ap~arently, however, the hog, although, .with ~he exception of 
ourselves., perhaps the most versatile and resourceful ma:inm~l in 
existence, does not possess any mental fa.culties of this mysterious 
order". 
Robinson. inti~ates that :the pig naturi:J,lly d~es not hide sfure:S 
~f feed like the squirrel, or bee, in~s.much as he puts. the surplus 
of stores .in th~ form of fat on his back ; hence the .need for the 
development of the flaculty is not apparent. · This is seemingly 
true: The pigs quite readily learn from exper:lence to ~ifferenti­
ate between pleasurable and dis.pleasurable reactions. ' 
· That the newly fa:r,-rowed piglet should know that ''dinner'' is 
awaiting him is, on deep thought, sqmewhat ba:fflin~ and sur· 
priSing. The very first action noticeable on the part of the pi~let 
that comes into the world is the breathing. The. first few. respira-
tions may be a bit labored but the natural rhythm is soon estab-
lished. A subsequent move in which we are rtow. i:Ilterested, is 
made,-the piggie makes his way to. the mammary glands, 
''mouths'' the nipple, and begins to take milk nourishment. How 
h " S "I stinct ''' did the pig know enough to do t at 1 ome may say, n · 
Others may say the pig does not "know" it--but at any rate the 
cold facts are that the pig finds the place of suckling and suckles 
without guidance, unless it sometimes be guided by the com-
placent but uncertain grunting of the sow. The piggie most 
often finds the "nectar of life" without the beckoning grunts 
of his dam, for many times the grunts are omitted in the par-
tuition performance. We are reminded or ~amuel Butler's~0 : 
"There is no sign of 'Fluke' about the circuh1.tion of a baby's, 
blood. There may perhaps be some little hesitation about its 
earliest breathing, but this, as a general rule, soon passes over, 
both brell,thing and circulation, within an hour after birth, being 
as regular and easy as at any time during life. Is it reasonable . 
aoB~tler, Samuel: Life and Habit, 1878, .pp. 55, 34, 8. 
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» * • to say that the baby does these things without know-
ing how to do them, and without ever having done them before, 
and continues to do them 'by a series of lifelong flukes Y'' And 
again: "It is * * *,those who do not know that they know 
so much who have the firmest grip of their knowledge''. Or this: 
"Perfeet ignorance and perfect knowledge arl:l alike unselfcon-
scious''. 
The Butler argument is forceful, because it seems so logical 
and true. 
"APPE'i'tTE" STUDIES WITH SOi:>IiJM CHLORIDill. 
It has been demonstrated in a recent investigation, 1914, by 
Evvard31 that well-grown young swine of approximately 150 
pounds average weight make better use of common salt (sodium 
chloride) when it is fed ad libitum, it being accessible all of the 
time, than where it is mixed with the daily ration in varying pro-
portions. The young swine in question received a b11-sal ration 
of corn and oil meal (the flax grain from which a large portion 
of the oil had been extracted with heat and pressure). This basal 
mixture was constant, as regards quality, throughout the period; 
it being composed of 6.1 parti;; corn to 1 p.art linseed oil meal. 
There were 40 individuals. in the experiment. These were di-
vided, or rather distributed into five lots of eight each. These 
were fed as follows: 
Lot I Basal Ration (as given). 
Lot II Basal Ration plus 18" grams of salt daily, mixed. 
Lot III Basal Ration plus 3682 grams of salt daily, mixed. 
Lot IV Basal Ration plus 7232 grams of salt daily, mixed. 
Lot V Basal Ration plus salt ad libitum. (The averl!-ge 
consumption throughout the period on the average 
was 27.5682 grams, which is midway 'between Lots II 
and III; the amount eaten varied, however, beii:J.g as 
high as 42.6 grams early in the pericid and gradually 
reducing to less than 8 grams ·daily at the close.) 
In brief, it may be said that there was a check period of 90 
days preliminary run in order to determine just how the indi-
vidual lots would gain. During this period the feed quantity 
and quality was kept constant in each lot, and no salt was al-
lowed. Following this preliminary there came 71 days, however, 
in which salt was given to each lot of 8 hogs as stated. 
31Evvard, .Tohn M.: unpublished data. To be published in .full in Bulletin 
form later. Results Animal ·Husbandry Section, Iowa Experiment Station .. 
820n basis "Daily Ccmsumotion per Pig" we have respectively: Lot !,-
none; Lot II,-2.25; IIl,-4.50; IV,-9.00; and Lot v,:._3.15 grams. 
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Jn these 71 days, comparing each lot to what it did in the 
first preliminary 90 days, we find that: 
Lot I gained 84.24 per cent as much. 
Lot II gained 94.02 per cent as much. 
Lot lII gained 96.97 per cent as much. 
Lot IV gained 94.13 per cent as much. 
Lot V gained 97.23 per cent as much. 
It is thus readily seen that the proportionate gain of the 
"salt ad libitum lot" was greater than any of the other lots. 
It is well to note that the "36 grams lot" seemed to do better 
than either "18" or "72 grams", in other words, an optimum 
was more closely approximated with an allowance of 36 grams. or 
4.5 grams per head daily; less ·salt than this was not so good, nor 
was more. The striking feature of this is· that the free-choice 
group ate on the average just 3.45 grams daily, which would 
indicate that this was, more nearly optimum than the 4.5 gram 
allowance of Lot III which is excelled. 
Now, let us look to the feed requirement for a hundred pounds 
of. gain in these 71 days as compared with the check preliminary 
period of 90 days as before : · 
Lot I required 101.88 per cent as much feed. 
Lot II required 94.29 per cent as much feed. 
Lot lII requin!'d 91.56 per cent as much feed. 
Lot IV required 89.92 per cent as much feed. 
Lot V required 89.36 per cent as much feed. 
The requirement for a hundred p.ounds of gain was compara-
tively less, therefore, in the "salt ad li'bitum" group (Lot V) 
than where the salt was omitted (Lot I) or mixed with the feeds 
(Lots II, III, and IV). It is quite evident that the addition of 
salt in varying am.aunts results, in every instance, in a cheap-
ening of the gain ; the feed required for a hundred pounds of 
gain was lessened. It· is quite evident that the pigs. which re-
ceived salt according to their appetite made. relatively the most 
economical gains of any group. The free-choice group compared 
to the "no salt group" in the 71 day salt feedingi period re-
quired only 89.36 in contrast with 101.88 per cent as: much feed 
as in· the preliminary. 
Evidently the salt requirement of these pigs was not constant 
throughout the experiment. This is manifested in the exhlbi-
tion of their appetite, clearly shown in the data. The incon-
stant demand for salt makes it very difficult to apno:rtion tha 
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same in the· diet w:ith any . large degree of satisfaction. ' It 
would seem that it is well to .allow common salt to pigE! just 
1.S average humans like to take it, namely,----,ad, libitum accord-
ing to appetite. · 
THE FREE-CHOICE SYSTEM OF SWINE FEEDING. 
To determine whether or not pigs have the ability t() balance 
their own rations preliminary investigations have been :i;nade 
in . the Jaboratories of the Animal Husbandry Section, Iowa 
Experiment Station. 
Three groups of five pigs each·were fed in dry lot practically 
from weaning time, July 7, 1914, until they were more than 
eight months of age. One of these groups (II) was continued 
until almost· a year old, or until April 14, 1915. Lot I was fed 
from separate self-feeders these specific feeds: whole corn grain, 
meat meal (containing 60 per cent of protein), whole oats, char-
coal (made from maplewood), lime.stone (finely: ground and 
running very high in calcium carbonate)' salt (common rock) 
and water (from the ordinary College wells). Lot II was fed 
practically the same, the only difference being that linseed oil 
meal was added to the list of feeds. Lot III was fed differently 
from Lot I in that both oil meal and wheat middlings were 
J,dded in separate compartments. All lots ha'd frP.e-choice, there-
fore, as to what they should eat and as to how much: they should 
drink. Every pig was !:!- ''law unto itself'' and progress was 
made in the experiment on the bas.is of ''free and equal oppor-
tunitY:" for each individual in every lot concerned. 
One lot only, namely, Lot II, which is entirely representative, 
' is presented in so far as the feeding record is concerned (the . 
charcoal; limestone, salt, and water figures are not included in 
this paper). Plate XLI shows the corn, meat meal, oats, and oil 
meal eaten daily, on the basis of ten day periods, throughout the 
experimental life of that group, or from the time they were 83 
days of· age· until they were almost a year or exactly 350 days. 
Evidently the palatability of the various feeds changed con-
sid1erably (consult Plate XLI) as the feeding period progressed; 
"m the beginning these pigs a.te a ration composed p.ractically of 
less than 80 per cent corn. The percentage of the different feeds 
~aten is given for the representative 3d, 10th, 18th, and 25th 
periods, or when the. animals were respectively 108, 178, 258 
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The striking feature of these tabulated data is that they 
show the very marked changeableness of the pigs' appetites as 
manifested by what· they eat throughout the period of growth 
and fattening. ·When the animal is young there is a great de-
mand for high protein feeds, during which time we note that the 
proportion of meat meal (in: comparison with corn, a "carbo,;, 
hydrate-fat'' feed) is very high. After a time, however, when 
the growth impulse 'begins to slacken and the inherited specifi-
cations, in so far as growth is concerned, are quite largely taken 
care of, the amount of meat meal in the ration gradually d~ 
creases until it reaches a low point at about the age 0<f 255 days 
(see Plate XLI), at which time it gradually begins to increase. It 
is to be noted in this connection that the corn, which has .been 
furnishing most of the protein (praetically all of it from. the 
223d to 303d day), is consumed after the 223d day in rapid1y 
decreasing quantity, thus making it necessary for the pigs to in~ 
crease the amount of high-protein meat meal eaten if the total 
protein intake is to be kep.t from diminishing markedly. Thus 
the increase in meat product is due primarily to the limitation 
of· capacity o:O: the part of the pig, which makes it necessary 
for him to eat more, as well as a larger per .cent of meat meal, 
if he would keep up the protein per unit weight in his ration 
daily. In other words, with the capacity for feed lessened it is 
quite necessary to increase. the richness of the mixture in pil"o'.' 
tein in order to secure the requisite amount of this complex 
"amino-acid mixture" constituent. Reference to Plate XLII 
clearly shows that the actual amount of protein eaten to a thou7 
sand pounds, live weight continually decreases in spite of the.fact 
that the richness in protein of. the mixture eaten has been iii? 
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creased. Note that the corn increases from 76 per cent {i.f the 
entire ration on the 108th day to 99.47 per cent on the 258th 
day, and then gradually decreases t.o ''make room'' for the in-
creasing meat meal and charcoal. As the pigs unfold in their 
development they vary their intake of food nutrients. In other 
words they vary the daily ''Bill of Materials''. 
The charcoal consumption, although Plate XLI does not show 
it, it is well to note in passing, was at a minimum during the 
larger part of the feeding p.eriod, but when the pigs. persisted 
in eating largely of corn, decreasing to a low point on the meat 
meal and oil meal, the pigs began to eat of the charcoal of 
maplewood. In practice we find that when fattening hogs are 
receiving a "corn alone" ration, charcoal is quite beneficial. 
Herein the appetite of the pig gives us a clue for further investi-
gations: Is it true that pigs receiving corn alone require char-
coal for optimum development; whereas those on corn and meat 
meal diet do not necessarily require it, at least not to such a 
mar.ked extent Y 
The oats and oil meal eaten are seen gradually to decrease 
(see Plate XLI), the animals tending to visit the oats compart-
ment but very, very seldom after the age of five months,; whereas 
oil meal was scarcely touched after the seventh month. The 
great p.reference of the pig for corn grain and meat meal is 
demonstrated. 
The pigs in Lot II weighed 316 pounds when they were eight 
months and four days of age, a very unusual record. Lot I, 
heretofore spoken of, weighed 304 pounds at the same age; 
whereas Lot III lifted the weigh beam at 303 pounds. It can 
thus 'be seen that, in so far as weights are· concerned, all three 
lots did very. creditably. As compared to ordinary systems38 
of feeding these weights are really exceptional. While this is 
not direct evidence that these ''Free-Choice'' fed pigs were fed 
to the maximum of advantage, yet the indications are favorable. 
It is to be emphasized that the' feed consumption of Lots I 
and III, not given, is in general in very close accord with that 
of Lot II. This is impressed by careful reference to Plates 
XLU, XLUI, and XL·IV. 
By the use of his.Illinois standard (see Plates XLII XLIII 
' ' :and XLIV), worked out after a number of years of careful in'-
••For further di_scussiot.1 of practice see Evvard, · Jol:in M. : T]Je Iowa Sys-
tem of Self-Feedmg Swme, 19~4, IJorn Belt Meat :Producers' Association. 
:Report, 1914, pp, 56-69. · · · 
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vestigation, Dietrichs• was able to produce pigs that weighed when 
251 days old, or really eight months and seven days, 308 
pounds. 35 These were the heaviest for this age of any pigs he 
produced in all those years. ·Peculiarly enough, these ''free. 
choice'' fed pigs we are discussing, so chose their own ration , 
that they weighed eight potmds· more in three days less time 
with the best lot (II); the other two groups likewise were 
slightly heavier for the\f;, age than the Dietrich-fed pigs above 
mentioned. Then too, it is well to note that these pigs fed hy 
Dietrich at the Illinois Experiment Station received milk during 
a considerable part of the feeding, which advantage was not 
enjoyed by the "appetite" fed pigs.. These comparative :figures 
are simply given to show that these pigs which were given a 
fair opportunity to eat a variety of feeds according to their own 
.lree-choice developed to exceptionally good weights in a very 
reasonable minimum of time. 
Evidently the free-choice system whereby pigs have access to 
suitable feeds enables and encourages maximum development; 
in other words actually permits the inherited specifications to be 
fulfilled to all intents and purposes. Good breeding, and good 
feeding, and good environment are the three gre·at requisites 
necessary in maintaining the maximum development possible. No. 
one of all of these conditions should be omitted nor neglected; · 
they should all receive the greatest cons.ideration in order to en-
courage an animal to grow and thrive to the fullest adV'antag~. 
A free-choice fed pig (see Plate XL V) , a female, made a won-
derful record in so far as weights for age are concerned in one 
of the free-choice f<;id groups, namely, group II, which received 
these feeds ad lihitum: shelled .corn, meat meal, linseed oil meal, 
whole oats, limestone, charcoal, common salt and water. This 
female swine weighed 405 pounds when 247 days of age; an 
average pig this old usually weighs from 200 to 250, a very good 
one, 300, and the exceptional one, 350 pounds. A normal growth 
in weight is about 250 to 275 pounds in this time, this being 
very satisfactory indeed. What would have happened had this 
pig been hand-fed according to the ordinary ''hit-and-miss" 
method Y Observation would teach us that the chances would 
have been that we never w.ould have known that '' b,ere is a 
record gaining pjg:" Of course, it is entirely poss;ibl~ that if 
B<Diet,rich, William: Swine, ~IJlO. 
85Communica.tfon frcim w. J .. · Carmtchael, Illinois Exp,erjment Statio:r;i, 
December 10, 1914; also verbal cqmrnunication with H. S. Grlndley'' sari:tt 
Station. November. 1914. ·· · · · ' · ' · ·· · ' 
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milk had been added to this ration in addition to the feeds al-
lowed, this pig would have made even a greater showing than it 
did. At any rate, there is the suggestion that this pig did re-
markably well. under this free-choice scheme of feeding and the 
indications are that the gainf!! were greater than they would 
have been had ordinary methods been practiced. Inasmuch as 
this is the biggest pig for th,e age that has ever been fed in 
Experiment Station work, to our kngwledge, this suggestion 
seems all the more real and true. .. · 
· The palatability36 of the specific feeds is not at all constant, 
but mu,ch. depends upon the stage 0£ development of the pig .and 
on his environment; the pig seems to adjust himself automat ... 
ically, perhaps unconsciously, to the conditions at hand. If he 
is growing he eats aJarger proportion of protein, or better say, 
a mixture heavier in amino-acids, than after he attains his 
growth, when he is simply maintaining hirr$elf. That feed, 
there.fore, which is palatable to swiµe when they are small, 
young, and immature may be relatively distasteful when they are 
large, old, and quite mature. It would seem that that feed is 
the most palatable which most nearly satisfies the appetite, this 
ultimately meaning the satisfaction· of the specific cells in need. 
• The· feeding standards which ·have been proposed for growing 
and fattening swine are still in! a somewhat crude form. At ... 
tention is given primarily to the apparently, digestible protein, 
carbohydrates, and fats; ratio of crude nutrients (that is, the 
number of pounds of carbohydrates or its equivalent present 
with every pound of protein) ; dry matter; and sometimes water. 
The Wolff-Lehmann standard, which has been the foremost one 
considered by animal husbandmen, was first proposed by Wolff, 3.7 
a German scientist. This standard has been supplemented by 
the work of C. Lehmann of the Berlin Agricultural High School, 
G~rmany. This standard, 1based on the crude nutrients required 
per thousand pounds of live weight, is shown in Plates XLII, 
XLIII, and· XLIV. The Illinois or Dietrich standard was pro_-
posed by Dietrich38 of the Illinois Experiment Station. The Diet-
"'For further discussion of this theme see,-Evvard, J"ohn M. : The Free-
Uhoice System of Self-Feeding Swine; Nov. 1914. Am. Soc. An. Prod., Proc. 
1914. (Not yet from Pres.s in J"uly, 1915.) 
"'Wolff von Dr Emil 1864 Mentzel and von Lengerke Agricultur1J,l Cal-
endar; s~e al~o Henry:' Feed~ and Feeding, 1912, Twelfth edition, P: 590; 
Dietrich, William: Swine, 1910, p. 144; Woll, f· W.: Productive )J'eedmg of 
Farm Animals, 1915, p. ·294·; and ·J"ordan, Whitman Howard: 1901, Note 5! 
p. 435. 
"Dietrich William: Swine, 1910. The Revised Standard was ·given to 1he 
author by Dietrich in May, 1914, which .standard is figured on the crudo 
nutrient basis in Plates XLII and XLIII. 
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rich standard ci;ills for a definite mnou:r;it of digestible protein, 
carbohydrate, and! fat daily for a hun.dred pounds of live weight; 
it pays littl~ attention to the ratio of digestible or crude nu-
trients although these are figured and presented in Plate XLIV 
from the requirements which Dietrich. suggests. Dietrich in addi-. 
tioii. gives the water requiremen~, but this is not considered at 
this time. These standards provide an interesting the.me for 
discussion. 
In converting the Wolff-Lehmann standm:d and the Illinois 
or Dietrich standard to the crude nutrient basis we have as-
sumed39 for the particular grain feeds, used a digestibility of 
80 per cent for the protein (which really Il).eans we added one-
fourth or 25 per cent to the digestible figures given to get those 
presented on Plates XLI and XLII); 91 per cent for the carbo-
hydrates (this calls for an.addition of practically one-tenth or 10 
per cent to the digesti'ble figures given) ; and 70 per cent for the 
ether extract or fat (this calling for an addition of three-sev-
enths or approximately 42.86 per cent). We have likewise based 
the figures for the carbohydrate equivalent, assuming that one 
pound of crude fat is equal to 2.2 pounds of crude carboh~­
drate · therefore the fats are simply multiplied by 2.2 and this 
is added to the carbohydrate figure-this giving the crude car-
bohydrate equivalent. All figures are reduced to the Amounts 
Consumed Dailv to a Thousand Pounds Live Weight. . 
Inasmuch as .there is considerable variance in the digestibility 
of feeds, this depending upon the preparation of the feed, ani-
mals used, aild also the ways in which the feeds are mixed to-
gether, it is deemed advisable to base the present paper upon 
crude nutrients rather than up.on digestible ones; inasmuch 11:s 
concentrated grains or their bycproducts were used entirely for 
the organic portion of the ration without any roughages what-
soever the use of the crude nutrients is all the more justified. 
The' crude protein consumed daily to a thousand pounds, live 
weight is given in curve form in Plate XLII. The striking fea-
tures of this chart are : 
1. The close similarity and coincidence of the feed· cori-
. sumption curves determined by the free-choice fed pigs fed upo~ 
three different combinations of feed. · · 
.. Using as. a basis figures from these ·sources.: Forbes, E. B.: 1914, .Ohio 
Exp Sta Bulls 172 and 271; Dietrich, William, and Grlndley, H. S.: 1~~4, 
Ill. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bull. 170; Grindley, H. S., Carmichael, W .. J., and New m: 
c. r.: 1914, Ill. Exp. Sta. unpublished data; Jordan,. Wh1t;man ·Howard· 
Maine Agr. Exp. Sta. Rpt. 1886-87; Snyder, Harry: 1893,: Mmn. Agr. Exp. 
Sta Bul· 26 · and Evvard, John M., and Guernsey, S. C. 1910-11-1·2, Iowa 
Exp'. Sta: Unpublished Data on Eighty .Digestion Trials. 
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2. The somewhat natural tendency of the free-choice curves 
to gradually change without any general tendency towards 
abrupt differences. (This omits consideration of the ten day 
periodic variations.) 
3. A "period of readjustment'' is noticeable in the first 30 
days, as it takes the pigs a few weeks to adjust themselves to 
the new conditions of eating,-new feeds, new quarters, new en-
vironment, and other not hitherto experienced factors. 
4. The fairly close agreement between the :Dietrich or Illinois 
standard and the "appetite" curves. 
5. The contrasted character of the Wolff-Lehmann curves 
and the ''appetite ones.'' The type of curve is· different in these 
two instances. 
Peculiarly enough, the pigs. ate somewhat as the Dietrich Illi-
noii;i standard would allow, but without the specific rises and 
falls. 
While the breaks in the curves are noticeable, especia.lly on 
the 135th day of age, the 145th and the 155th, yet these are 
probably due indirectly to technique, climatic and other imme-
diate factors. After the pigs reached the age of 160 days, how-
ever, it is quite noticea:ble that the curves are more uniform. 
This is explained somewhat by an improvement in the method 
of "weighing back" the uneaten feed. At this time a constant 
hour was set aside for this procedure at the end of every ten 
day period; whereas formerly the feeds were "weighed back" 
sometime during the forenoon, considered as from 7 A. M. ·to 
12 M. At any rate, the general natural tendency of the ''free 
choice'' "appetite" curves is well brought Ol!.t; the data from a 
large number of trials would smooth out the appetite· curves. 
After the 245th day of age the Dietrich standard has not been 
formulated, hence it is incomplete from that point on. 
The Wolff"Lehmann standard calls for a lesser amount of pro-
tein than does the "appetite" in most of the growing period, or 
until the pigs reach ·the age of practically 190 days, at which 
time the requirement is in excess of the appetite. Of course, it 
is entirely probable that if the protein allowance is based on 
the Wolff-Lehmarin standar.d early in the period the pigs .will 
tend to compensate for this deficiency later. We note this to a 
considerable e~tent in practice : pigs that have b:een starved for 
amin()-acid :mi:~turel\l during the early part of their life, do, when 
la.ter given a frcee opportunity to ,eat of an abundance of amino-
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acids in the natural feeds increase their consumption over and 
above normal, that is over what these same pigs would have 
eaten had they been given an abundance from the beginning. 
That there is a gradual and steady decline after the first 30 
days in the ''appetite'' protein requirement is evident. This· 
decline, however, after the pigs reach 240 days of. age is not 
v~ry marked, and from the 300th to the 355th day there is but 
a slight decrease, o:t about one-tenth the decline in actual 
amounts per unit weig"ht that is noticeable between the 140th 
day and the 190th day. This probably indicates that the pigs 
have passed the period of maximum growth per unit of live 
weight,-which indication is borne out by the visual observations 
as regards increase in weight, height, length; and breadth of 
the animals under ·consideration. 
The crude carbohydrate equi;alent consumed daily to a 
thousand pounds live weight is given in Plate XLIIL The strik-
ing features o.f this chart are : 
1. The marked similarity and coincidence o.f the curves of 
the three "free-choice system" or ''appetite" fed lots. 
2. The ''period of readjustment'' in the first thirty days. of 
~ili~ . . 
3. Fairly close agreement of t.he Dietrichi Illinois standard 
with the ''appetite'' curve when the pigs increase in age from 
80 to 160 days; after which time, however, this standard calls 
for carbohydrate nutrients in excess of those actually eaten. . 
4. The gradual natural decline in carbohydrate' equivalent 
consumption from the 160th day of age until the pigs are prac-
tically a year old. This decline is most marked after the pigs are 
a little more than five months of age, thus. indicating that early 
in life the consumptive ability kept pace with the increase in 
weight. After the first five months of life, however, the capacity 
(as indicated •by the amoh.nt eaten) did not enlarge proportion-
ately as. rapidly as the weight increased. 
5. The relatively low requirement of the Wolff-Lehmann 
standard until the pig rea.ches seven months of age as contra~ted 
with the "appetite" curve (or even the Dietrich standard re-
quirement). The high comparative Wolff-Lehmann requirement 
after seven months is much greater than the "appetite," fully 
satisfied from the beginning, demands. Judging these curves 
from the standpoint of reasonability it would seem that the lines 
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more naturally run are those of the ''appetite'' fed pigs, provid· 
ing these lines are slnoO~thed out on a ''general average basis'' .... 
Dietrich found that· his ·standard was more satisfactory thar. 
the Wolff· Lehmann one. If th.at is true then it would seem that 
the "appetite" -fed pigs are certainly nearly. right; 'and there 
is a question whether or not they would not ·excel Illinois stand-
ard fed pigs. 
fovestigations are now in progress· at the Iowa Agricultural 
Experiment Station in which the· Illinois. standard, the Wolff-
. Lehmann standard; and the freedom of choice or appetite sys-
tem are being compared. ' 
The ratio of crude nutrients (pounds of carbohydrate equiva-
lent eaten with every pound of protein) has been worked out for 
the two discussed s.tandard.s'-the Dietrich and the Wolff-
Lehmann, as well· as for. the fre-e~choice system fed pigs. The 
clbSe similarity of the ratios until the pig reaches about 190 
days of age is quite strikingly evident. At this time, however; 
(187 days) the Dietrich ratiO curve mounts to an alniost in-
conceivable height, and then on ·reaching its maximum on the 
210th day comes quickly doWD. again to the apparently normal. 
This marked widening of the Dietrich ratio at this time is pri:.: 
marily due to thel ·very rapid decrease in protein inaugurated 
on the 187th day. This decline continues until the 213th day 
when a level is reached. On the same day that. this low level 
point of protein allowance is reached (213th day) the ratio be-
gins to narrow, as is evident from Plate XLIV (compare Plates 
XLII and XLIV on this point). 
Taking everything into consideration, the ratio of crude nu-
trients in the two standards and the ''appetite'' scheme more 
closely agree than the crude protein and the crude carbohydrate 
equivalent, consumption daily to a thousand pounds live weight. 
The disagreements, however, are clearly evident. 
The Wolff-Lehmann standard approximates the ''appetite;' 
curve very closely up to the 175th day or thereabouts but from 
that time on it calls for a much narrower ration (which is more 
expensive, generally, though not always, from the animal' hus-
bandman's standpoint, than the ratio chosen according to the 
appetite). Practical men !or the most part assuredly wish that 
the "appetite" curve as compared to the Wolff-Lehmann re-
quirement be more 'nearly correct, because the former is more 
economical, ordinarily, likewise easier to accomplish. 
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·The gradual tendency of animals to widen their ration lls the 
period progresses is self evident. It has not ·been demonstrated 
hereto.fore to 'our knowledge tha'.t animals: allowed :free expres .. 
sion as regards satisfaction of appetite would widen their ra-
tion: as these have done, only to narrow it again in the later 
stages of fattening. This is evidently what happens with gro~­
illg pigs and the reason is probably not far to se'ek. From the 
80th up to the 255th day of age the "appetite"' fed pigs did · 
gradually widen the ratio from· about 1 :4 to 1 :7.7, after ~hich 
time it was gradually narrowed until it reached a ratio of 1 :6.4 
on the 345th day. (This is disregarding the drop in Lot in on 
the 275th day, which is discussed in a footnote~40 ) One would 
think that with•, a narrower ration the pigs would, of cour8e, 
want more protein: per unit live· weight, but reference to Plate 
XLH shows this not to be the case 9ecause the protein actually 
decreases gradually. Reference to the carbohydrate equivalent,· 
Plate XLIII, likewi~e demonstrates. that the carbohydrates per 
thousand pounds live weight eaten are gradually lessening at 
this time although conip.arativ'ely at a more rapid rate than the 
protein. 
Now, what is the reason for this narrowing of the ration, 
alter the maximum "wideness" had been approached? Refer-
ence to Plate XLI shows that there is :a gradlual lessening in the 
amount of total grain feed eaten after the 193d day, at which 
time a maximum of a little over 9.7 pounds was reached until 
o:i:t the 350th day the amount of grain feed eaten had decreased 
to about 5.5 pounds, a decrease in consumption of more· than 
45 per cent. The total protein consumption likewise, 'has 
gradually declined after the 193d day although this decline has 
been somewhat sl.ow from the 300th to the 355th day .. The car-
bohydrate equivalent has lessened markedly after the 193d day, 
and this decrease continues to the finish of the experiment, the 
'"'This is brought about by a somewhat marked increase. in the amount of 
protein eaten in the meat meal at this time (275th day-see Plate XLII). But 
why this heavier meat meal consumption? This observation wa,s simultan-
eously made: The pigs in Lots r and II began to ·eat charcoal' at this time, 
and ate more in a day than during their. whole previous. lives. But not· so 
with Lot III, as they seemingly did not realize that it was charcoal that was : 
needed, and not.meat .product .. However, at about the 275th day thi.s group 
too tardily discovered that the "charcoal 'box was the place wherein to seek 
satisfaction of appetite,." and shortly we note a decrease again .in the. meat, 
consumption. Note, however, that Lots ·r and II, especially· so the latter, 
started to eat large quantities of. the charcoal on the 265th day, or just, a. few 
days after they· had reached the maximum of almost 10·0 pounds (respective-
lY. 98.25 and 99.47 pounds) of .corn out of every 100 pounds of all feeds, (ex-
cluding water) eaten. Did the corn diet "set up" a peculiar combination of 
conditions that called .for cha.rcoal as a corvective, or· ·antidote, 01'., what·. 
was it? 
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decrease from the 300th to the 355th day being plain. To eat 
the certain minimum amount of protein, which may be assumed 
as a;bsolutely necessary and to be as shown in Plate XLII the 
. ' pigs must narrow the ration toward the :finish (after the 255th 
day) in order to get protein sufficient. The quality of the ration 
must be changed so as to have more protein in a hundred pounds 
of feed, inasmuch as less units of feed are being eaten because of 
an evident lack of consumptive ability. 
Just what would lessen the capacity of the animals after the 
193d day is not definitely known but this may be attributed to: 
1. A lack of alimentary volume due to the greatly increased 
stores of internal fat. 
2. An actual lessening in the demands for feed nutrients 
because the most rapid period of growth has been passed. The 
milch cow when giving a large quantity of milk daily will eat 
more feed than if not lactating; the same is true of the s.ow 
suckling pigs. The working man eats more heartily, naturally, 
than the sedentary one; the growing child eats to the limit oft-
times compared to the mature and aged. It is thus seen that the 
pig which is rapidly growing hasJ great demands, upon its di-
gestive apparatus to eat and digest feed to furnish the neces-
sary nutrients for assimilation. The greater the outlet for the 
assimilable ·nutrients the greater, ordinarily, the consumptive 
ability of the animal in question. 
One dominant reason for the sometimes ineffective results 
secured in feeding according to ordinary standards is the diffi-
culty of knowing the resultant of the many, specific units, as 
many as a hundred, which in all probability are comprised in 
an ordinary feeding-stuff such as maize grain, or meat meal, or 
oats, or oil-extracted flax grain residue. The suitability of dif-
ferent individual feeds :for the animals in question has been de-
termined largely from a careful observation of results secured in 
practical Animal Husbandry. This general knowledge of practi-
cal feeding-stuffs and their effects is of great advantage in 
supplementing the best feeding standards. At best the "best" 
standard available today is but a crude approximation of actual 
requirements. When the appetite is given full control of what 
shall be eaten it is surprising to note how the pigs naturally 
select the sp.eci:fic feeds which swine herdsmen have long since 
approved as of the best, and what is equally surprising the pigs 
show marked avoidance of those feeds. usually considered as ill-
adapted to swine. 
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Undioubtediy the kind of feeding stuff ~ffere.a. to growing anti 
·fattening swine determines to a c-0nsiderable extent the relativ'e 
quantity of the di:ff'erent feed constituents,-proteins, carbohy-
drates, fats, minerals, water, and so on,~which is consumed. On 
·a milk diet for instance, in whieh buttermilk is allowed at free-
will in conjunction with such feeds as Indian corn, 60 per cent 
protein meat meal, wheat middlings and rock salt, the amounto·f 
protein eaten tend.S to be quite· high as compared to a sh~ilar r~ 
tion without the milk,-but it is yet tO be demonstrated that a 
lesser milk allowan~e (limited), under such .circumstances would 
be an improvement judged from the physiologic viewpoint; ids 
· entirely likely that· economic considerations would preclude the 
·possibility of allowing such large quantities of ·milk, yet that too 
depends upon the relative value of the different feeds in questfoi 
When buttermilk can be had for nothing and the other feeds' are 
charged at no:rmal corn belt (1915) rates, then the maximum con-
. sumption of th,e :ipllk wouldlikely be. attended with greatest ecd-
nomic. profit·' regi:i~a1e8s of the physiologic aspects, unle~. they, be 
·unhappily and· extraordfaarily unfavorable to the milk. addition, 
which develop~_ent, however; is not probable. T4e poirrt 'to this 
parigraplds this; ·· 'l'he sou~ce of the 9,iffefent .constitu~nts,'-"-pro­
teinB", .car~hydriites, 'fats;· and sd on affects quit(;l materially the 
beSt physiologic stiUi,d~rdid6 be formulated; · · Iµ other words; ~b 
be specific, it is quite problible that. a different' stand:iil'a' wotild 
needi to be used in order to secure 'tlie greates.t physiological re-
t:u~ .if butt~:i;milk and '.(n;dia.11 corn are used .as a g"eneral' so:rtrce 
of these constjt:uents than if :meat meal ;ind lndia.n com 'be .ae-.. 
pe114e<i upon.· '.!:'hi.s theme; h0w<we:r, :awaits; muGh._moreinv~$ti­
gation before it is possible to n;i.ake positive -state'tr:ten,t!::,:sta,tements 
tha,t can:be backed11p with the evidence. ~ 
In the. formulation of human dietaries much eff.ort. has 'been 
expended in determining: what· different people actually· eat 
u:ri.der'varying 'conditions of life. In the prci.dueti,on of sw;i;ne-
feeding standards; liowever, t4is feature has been, to our knowl-
edge, almost wholly neglected;41, The pig ha:s nut been· given:, in 
''. r • I •' <> 
. 
41See Stabler,. A. ~·:_Pig Feeding Experiments, .1911, Maryland Agr. 'Exp. 
Sta. Bu.I..,150 .. pp. 108-113. Stabler,. self-fed five young growing pigs for.77 
day~, . g1vmg. them corn meal, wheat bran, linseed meal, and . meat. meal In 
separate troughs, 1!pf ~he results are presented· without ... sigriificarit comment. 
In. ~art he. sa,rs•-;- .It Is ,.worth noting how. regul!i,r th~~ pigs w\Jr&. in . their 
habits .of feedmg'; and .. the pigs ·ate much more of the' corn meal· thari• of 
all the ,o.ther feeds cqmbined"; and, "these pigs made very· satisfactory gains 
for fee!f .consumed." The experiment was discontinued ·ori the·· eve of !•possi-
ble str1kmg developments." ·. ,, ,. . 
' •• , ' .o ·_:. :' ~. ~, :! 
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·opportunity t~ "tell" what he would take in prder 'to· grow to 
Jtd~antage. If an investigatol'. ~sh!}q. .tp. imp.rove .the methods 
of.swin,e feeding the usual ang custom~ry·procedure has been 
.to use the.most approved stal].dard as a.basis and compare the 
~W schemes with it. The method of deductive. reag,oning em-
ployed. in . the study of the· human dietary stands in marked 
·contrast to that used in the research (lone .on swine standards. 
The pig .has been kept in the •background;. whereas he · might 
have .occupied. the foreground advantageously. 
A .few. closing words concerning appetite; and. the . factors 
affecting. nutritional needs may .not be amiss.. .Appetite is the 
resultant of ·thousands upon .thousands of generations of bi-
ological. selection. Certain. physiological specifications are in-
herited, and. then unconsciously. they are fulfilled in so far as 
.the environment. allows. ·The various demands, ·changing. from 
day to day, affect the bill of materials necessary .. Every .slight 
. act or movement plays a specific part in creating. the nutri-
.tional .demands. In addition certain ·external factors must .be 
reckoned with, such as extremes of temperature; humidity, at-
mospheric pressure, and .other .conditions. · · .. . · . · . 
.Factoxs which we control and factors over which we have no 
.control are operative in this business. of living our)ives. through 
the years of development; both must .. be . reckoned with, and 
faced squarely from the nutritive standpoint. 
SUMMARY. · 
· 1. · . There is much difference of ~pinion as ·to whether or· not 
the appetite may indli.cate reliably ·the :nutritional needs. · 
2. · The futiiity of ideally balancing the diet or ration through 
arbitrary dietaries· or standards, b'ased · on• kMwn p'hysfological 
and chemical facts, is evident from a silrvey of the "field• of 
possible· unknowns.!'· .At• best the attempt Will result in what 
may he considered Rough Estimates. · · · · · · . 
. 3. The appetite of the pig appears· to be a .very good gmde 
as to bodily needs; hitherto the apparent reliability of the appe-
tite has not been duly appreciated.' · ' · . · 
4. Growing pigs fed sodium. chloride (c9mmop salt) a.d hb-
itum ~ade more r~pid growth (increase in weight) with less 
requirement ()f feed per unit·inerease th,an w~~n .n? salt was 
anc>wed or when it was mixed in variable quantities with a basal 
ration ~£. com :grain and. linseed oil meal (w~o_l~ ~ax. grai:q. minus 
most of the oil). 
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APPETITE OF SWINEJ 403 
5. The ordinary feeding standards for swine-the Dietrich 
or Illinois, and the Wolff-Lehmann, in some respects closely 
approximate the appetite, but in many, they diverge widely. 
This divergence is quite naturally expected, inasmuch as there 
are. so many "unknowns" involved as regards the animals to be 
fed, the feeds to be used, and the environment to be experienced. 
6. The palatability of feeds. is relative; the specific feeds 
which are relished early in growth may not be relished later when 
the animals are mature. 
7. The appetite of pigs varies according to growth or devel-
opment; many internal as well as external factors affect the de-
sire for nutrients. 
8. Pigs fed according to the ''Free-Choice System o.f Swine 
Feeding,'' when given suitable feeds, grow very rapidly, oft• 
times weighing 300 pounds at eight months of age; one pig so 
fed weighed 405 pounds in 24 7 days, a remarkably good record. 
Evidently this "growthy" pig was provided a most excellent 
opportunity, as regards the "bill of materials" supplied, to 
make the maximum development. 
9. Heretofore in studying and formulating swine feeding 
standards the appetite of the pig has been largely ignored, de-
pendence being placed on existing ''man-made'' standards. Each 
new comparison, therefore, was made with the various existing 
standards. Is it not time to face about and study normal '' appe-
tite'' intake, using this as a rational 'basis for further investi-
gation. In the study of human dietaries this has been diligently 
done hence it is the more surPrising that but little attention has 
' . 
been accorded the ''pigs' appetite.'' 
10. The "appetite" studies open a most promising field of 
research along nutritional li~es. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY SECTION LA.BORA.TORIES 
OF THE low.A. EXPERIMENT STATION. 
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AGE IN DAYS 
The food consumed daily in the "Free-Choice System of Swine Feeding," when pigs have free access to corn, meat meal, linseed 
meal, and oats ; the progressive live weight is also plotted. 30
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I 0_.,, ______ ":"""---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------... 1 DAYS FED·O 10 20 30 . 40 50 60 70 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 240 250 f 260 270 280 
180 190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 320 330 1340 350 360 DA\'.S OLD•BO 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 
80 90 
160 170 
The crude protein consumed daily to a thousand pounds live weight in the "Free-Choice System of Swine Feeding," compared to 
the requirements of the Dietrich or Illinois, and the WolffcLehmann standards. 31
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2 RATIO or CRUDE NurRIEHTS 
2---3-·-·-·-· 
DL-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--------------~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~ 
'DAYS fED•O 11i 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 60 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 
DAYS OL0-80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 320 330 340 350 360 
t . 
The ratio of crude nutrients consum ed in the "Free-Choice System of Sw ine Feeding," compared t o the Dietr ich or Illinois a nd Wolff· 
L ehma nn s tanda rds. 
------------ -- ---------------
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A Free-Choice Fed Pig. 
'l'his female swine seemin gly developed to somewhere near its inheritance, due 
indirectl y to t he system of feeding. 
PLATE XLV. 
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